FIELD TRIP
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE | 23-25 OCTOBER

A practical and innovative component has been added to this year’s edition of the Executive Programme, an optional field visit near Lisbon, Portugal to experience regenerative agriculture: smart farming, conservation agriculture and sustainable agriculture practices.

The field trip will include visit to farms of Veracruz Almonds and Monte Silveira Bio with their experts and practitioners who will offer participants a hands-on training on sustainable agriculture.

There are limited seats available for the field trip activity allocated on a first come-first served basis. Please kindly note that the field trip activity is not a mandatory part of the executive programme, so you may also only register to participate in the online classes.

AGENDA
*The schedule below is based on Portugal local time

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23
Noon-13:00 | Airport pick-up | Humberto Delgado Airport, Lisbon
  *This pick-up will be organized by Organizers. If you are arriving later, you are requested to arrange your own commute
15:00-19:00 | Visit to Monte Silveiro Bio farm

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24
10:00-12:00 | Presentations & Group Discussion at Veracruz Farms
14:00-18:00 | Visit to Veracruz Almonds farm #1

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
10:00-13:00 | Visit to Veracruz Almonds farm #2
At 14:00 | Airport drop-off | Leave for the Humberto Delgado Airport, Lisbon
  *This drop-off will be organized by Organizers. If you want to arrive at the airport earlier or later, you are requested to arrange your own commute

The internal commute to the farms 23 – 25 October will be organized by the Organizers
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Farm locations
- Monte Silveiro Bio farm
- Veracruz Almonds Carvalhal Farm | Capinha
- Veracruz Almonds Vale Serrano Farm | Idanha-a-Nova

Recommended Hotels
- Hotel Estrela da Idanha
- Hotel Vila Raia

Please book your accommodation in either of the above-mentioned hotels. The pick-up and drop will only be organized from and to these hotels by the Organizers.

For more information or enquiries relating to the Field Visit, please contact:
Akshata Limaye, ITC | alimaye@intracen.org
Angela Guirado Gonzalez, ITC | aguirado@intracen.org